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Imagine that I place all the cards from a deck face down on a table and ask you to turn
over the Queen of Hearts. Are you able to do that? In a certain sense, yes – this is referred to
as causal ability. Since you are able to pick any of the face-down cards, there are 52 actions
available to you, and one of these guarantees that you turn over the Queen of Hearts. However,
you do not know which of those 52 actions actually guarantees the result. Therefore, you
are not able to turn over the Queen of Hearts in an epistemic sense. I explore this epistemic
qualification of ability and three ways of modelling it – namely, epistemic transition systems,
standard epistemic stit models, and labelled stit models.

First, Naumov and Tao in [8] present epistemic transition systems as labelled directed graphs
– with vertices denoting epistemic states and labelled directed edges denoting transitions from
one state to another – supplemented by an indistinguishability relation on vertices to capture
knowledge. As such they could be thought of as Kripke models of modal logic S5 with knowledge,
to which transitions controlled by the agents’ actions are added. Labels on the edges represent
the choice that the agents make during the transition.1 Naumov and Tao use this framework to
study three modalities – know-how modality H, strategic modality S, and epistemic modality K.
A formula of the form Hiϕ is to be read as saying that the agent i knows how to (reach) ϕ.
More precisely, within an epistemic transition system, they stipulate that an agent knows how
to ϕ if and only if there is a strategy available to her that she knows guarantees it. Phrased
differently, if and only if there is a strategy that achieves ϕ in all the states that the agent
cannot distinguish from the current state.

Second, stit theory grew out of a modal tradition in the logic of action. It originates from
the series of papers by Belnap, Perloff, and Xu, culminating in their [2]. In this tradition, the
agency of an individual is characterised by a modal operator of the form [i stit]ϕ, which is
to be read as saying that the agent i sees to it that ϕ holds. In particular, stit semantics is
cast against the background of a theory of indeterministic time, where the world is represented
as moments ordered in a tree of histories, resulting in a branching-time structure ([2], [6]).
Briefly, let P denote a set of atomic propositions, M a set of moments, H ⊆ 2M a set of
histories, and Hm = {h ∈ H| m ∈ h} the set of histories passing through the moment m.
Then a stit model is a tuple 〈M,<,Ags, (Actmi ), π〉, involving a branching-time frame 〈M,<〉,
a finite set of agents Ags, a valuation π : P → 2M×H , and for each moment m and each agent
i ∈ Ags it holds that Actmi ⊂ 2Hm is a finite set of actions available to agent i at moment m,
constituting a partition of Hm. Note that by default these actions are meant as “action tokens –
particular, concrete actions, each occurring at a single point in space and time. . . there were only
particular openings of particular windows” [7, p. 617]. Applying the standard modal treatment
of knowledge, an epistemic stit model is an extension of a stit model – it is supplemented with
a set of indistinguishability relations ∼i, one for each agent i ∈ Ags.2

Third, labelled stit models of Horty and Pacuit in [7] are epistemic stit models extended
with action types – each action token is assigned a label indicating the type it instantiates.
Horty and Pacuit argue for the need of an explicit treatment of action types by claiming that

1In [8, p. 12] Naumov and Tao also point out the similarity of epistemic transition systems to concurrent
game structures, the semantics of Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL, [1]).

2See [9] for an excellent overview of stit theory and its various epistemic extensions.



“if the epistemic sense of ability requires that some single action must be known by agent i to
guarantee the truth of ϕ, then this must be the action type, not one of its various tokens” [7,
p. 626 – notation adapted]. In order to capture the epistemic sense of agency they introduce a
new epistemic modality of the form [i kstit]ϕ, which is to be read as saying that the agent i sees
to it that ϕ holds, in an epistemic sense. Horty and Pacuit then characterise epistemic ability
using a combination of epistemic agency and impersonal possibility in the form 3[i kstit]ϕ.

I show that both the analyses of knowing how in epistemic transition systems and of epis-
temic ability in labelled stit models can be simulated using a combination of impersonal pos-
sibility, knowledge and agency in standard epistemic stit models. What is more, the standard
analysis of the epistemic qualification of ability relies on action types – as opposed to action
tokens – and states that an agent has the epistemic ability to do something if and only if there
is an action type available to her that she knows guarantees it. I argue, however, that these
action types are dispensable. This is supported by the fact that both epistemic transition sys-
tems and labelled stit models rely on action types, yet their associated standard epistemic stit
models do not. Instead, the latter models make use of the notion of knowingly doing which has
been introduced and studied by Broersen in a series of papers ([3], [4], and [5]). He writes that
“‘knowingly doing’ is an epistemic qualification concerning an action” [4, p. 144] and expresses
it by a simple combination of knowledge and agency – Ki[i stit]ϕ. Adding impersonal possi-
bility, as in the case of epistemic agency, yields the characterisation of epistemic ability in the
form 3Ki[i stit]ϕ, which is to be read as saying that it is possible that the agent i knowingly
sees to it that ϕ holds.

Formally, a general correspondence result is achieved by a systematic transformation of an
epistemic transition system to a labelled stit model and of a labelled stit model to an epistemic
stit model. First I show that the analysis of knowing how in a given epistemic transition
system corresponds to the analysis of epistemic ability in the transform labelled stit model,
and then that the analysis of epistemic agency in a given labelled stit model corresponds to
the analysis of knowingly doing in the transform epistemic stit model. This means that the
analysis of knowing how of Naumov and Tao [8] and of epistemic ability of Horty and Pacuit [7]
can both be simulated in standard epistemic stit theory without involving action types.3 The
epistemic stit models used in this formalism are more general and therefore provide a more
general analysis of knowing how and of epistemic ability in terms of the notion of knowingly
doing.
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